
 August region minutes  
  
Roll Call 
                   
  
Minutes – read / approved  
  
Reports 
                  Facilitator – Not much to report; hopeful to get some positions filled particularly for  
                  Secretary  
                  Treasurer – Open (See attached)  
                  Alt Treasurer – Open  
                  RD –  See attached - PSA, DOC at events. Flier hanging days (UWANA newcomers) Roles 
of  Zones, Do we need a more formal body for zones, take a look at guidelines and vision statement. 
Next Conference call in November 2, we don’t want to duplicate efforts,  10 regions involved in the 
Zonal Meeting December 1 @ 2:00 Billings Montana  Cost  for facility. was 501.00 Utah’s portion will be 
100$. RD’s expenses were 432.08. Change is given back.  
                  RDA – See attached - IDT presentation; guiding principals book and how to use it. October or 
December, clarification on who we go to for what, who the hosting region is. Filling in for treasurer  
                  Web –  
I finished creating the new Region website - NAUtah.org, it includes a page that details the Region 
conventions, a page that has a map of all NA meetings in Utah (with the exception of Vernal’s area, it 
looks like their website is down or expired, so I don’t know their meeting list) - it includes the Moab area 
(which is within the Colorado Region) as well as the Southern Utah area (which is in Region 51, Nevada). 
I figured having the information showing addicts meetings in Utah made more sense than just keeping it 
within our actual Region. That meetings page also links to all of the area website’s online meeting 
schedules. There is a contact page that includes full contact information for each area. I plan to also add 
an About page or something like that to detail when Region is, and open positions, as well as when 
region convention committees meet — I do have open URICNA positions on the Events page, so maybe 
I’ll just add more to that page — More will be revealed. Finally, there is a page for Archives, that 
includes all the minutes and documents from Region and Region Conventions. 
                   

PI -  

 I have secured a booth for USARA recovery day for the day of September the 9th from 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM.  I 
have personally paid 50$ of my own money to secure the booth.  I will be asking for a check today.  Also I was 
wondering if it would be OK if I buy literature for the event from my area and just bring a receipt to next region.    

  I have also received an email requesting NA to have a booth at the Mental health services awareness night at the 
UVU Oct. 12th from 5:30 - 8:30 P.M.  I plan on getting in contact with the central area to see if they want to take 
lead on this project or if they want to help. 

 I have spoken with the HandI chair and we spoke about a tentative date of October 21st for the regional service 
learning day. 

  
                  Outreach Open  

http://nautah.org/


                  HI  -  Discussion on a flier to go out with whomever is taking meetings into lock down facilities 
so that they are made aware of the steps through the mail program because at this time it seems that 
inmates are not aware and really how could they be.  
                  URICNA- Met the last two months, obtaining bids for merchandise, tapers, voted in a 
treasurer, if another RCM shows up, Would like PI/H&I to set up a booth at URICNA, Broadcast main 
speaker to inmates? Would like to introduce the Regional body during the main event.  Narrow down 
area participation for meals. Circus themed entertainment.  Very small committee. Looking for home 
groups to help with the hospitality  Kirsten was confirmed as treasurer  
                  Campvention – Copied from January  
Well someone know by attending or being apart of. CV 34 was a success and an amazing spiritual 
experience for us. This event is dear to me and we now have a new committee for CV 35 which is exciting.   

They should be in room to get voted on at region. Whitney C for Chair and Anthony L for treasure. The 
old committee and new committee will meet once they make there are and time. To go over anything. 
And hand over anything we need old merchandise or ideas, suggestions, and high fives!  

I am not here today due to a softball tournament and only need to report and set up with anyone to do 
audit or go over with anyone willing and set up time and date. We have all receipts and everything is 
added up and organized and we had enough to do prudent reserve, pay our special event taxes and give 
region $497. All debits and checks have cleared from camp sites and camp grounds.  

We do need to set up taking me and Marshall off the bank account and add new committee chair and 
treasure and I will turn in old debit cards and checks into region this week and we can transfer the amount 
straight into account or write a check and when turn in to region chair to give to RDA James to deposit.  

We want to thank everyone who supported, traveled, and served and participated in this event and letting 
me serve. This event is dear to me and one thing that kept me close to NA past year and grateful for the 
region for trusting me. One thing I would like to ask is at Slc convention who we contact to sell old 
merchandise to help new committee fundraise?  

  

Thank you January...  

 
Whitney was confirmed. Set Audit committee (January, Whitney, James and Brittni) time and location 
TBD  

Currently there isn’t a committee meeting scheduled. Whitney will let us know when that happens.  

Central – No representation  
                  High Unitah - – No representation 
                  Lakeside - – No representation 
                  Northern – Not much to report they did not have area last month. Freedom fest was a success 
and they have a men’s retreat coming up the last weekend of August there is more info on that on the 
website, No information about any other events or how the NUACNA planning is coming along. Some 
info exchanged regarding the website, events, PI chair person.  
                  Sasquatch – New meeting at the treatment center.  
                  UWANA – See attached 
  



Open Forum 
Decided to hold a IDT Next time at 12:30 everyone was given a food assignment and we will have a pot 
luck. We will be discussing the new book and how to use it.  
  
Nominations and Elections 
  
None 
  
Old Business 
None 
  
New Business 
None  

 





















RDA questions regarding RMZF (Denver July 2017) 
 
1. What is the cycle schedule for future Zonal Forums?  This may be available somewhere, but I 
haven't seen it.  
From what I understand this zone meets once a year in off conference cycles and twice in an 
upcoming World Conference cycle. For example, this zone will be meeting again in December to 
focus on the upcoming Conference Agenda Report. 
 
2. What is the structure of this group? For example: is there a webmaster, treasurer, facilitator, 
etc?  I saw a webpage but I think it's a little outdated.  
Currently, there aren't any elected trusted servants. The current process is that the hosting 
region provides the facilitator and recorder for each zonal meeting. As you know the hosting 
rotates through the member regions. Today, it was pointed out that several years ago, there 
used to be a more formal structure with trusted servants and it was decided to no longer do 
that and go to the current format with the exception being a web servant. There hasn't been an 
active web servant in sometime as the last person that accepted the position (Lonny from our 
region) did not return to perform duties. So, it was discussed today to get a web servant  and 
get that going again and there was a trusted servant "voted" in to perform those duties (Chuck 
from CO). Also, another member volunteered to provide current approved version of the RMZF 
mission and guidelines to be added to the reviewed/approved and added to website. As you 
have discovered the website is in dire need of updating. 
 
3. What means of communication do we have with NAWS as a group? I believe the Zone, ideally 
is the communication link between NAWS and the regions. 
Currently, the zone isn't really used as a collective voice to NAWS. That said, typically, a World 
Board member is in attendance at the RMZF (especially for CAR review years) to provide and 
gather information with the member regions. Ultimately, each region retains their "individual" 
voice at the WSC/NAWS level.  This method has worked in making a World Board person 
available at one central meeting rather than travel to each region for general type of things. 
 
4. Do we have any guidelines, or historical documents to help new folks, like myself, come up to 
speed sooner? 
Yes, there is a mission statement and a set of guidelines. I actually received those by email this 
morning and we did discuss these during today's business meeting. These need to be cleaned 
up (housekeeping items like what regions are currently part of RMZF, separating out guideline 
type language from the mission statement, etc.) and they will be distributed for our review and 
decision later. I will attached what I have to this email so you can at least see what there was 
before the revisions are sent out, for comparison and to get you up to speed too. 
 
5. Are we in contact with other zones to compare notes? I suppose everywhere is unique, but it 
might be nice to see how other folks are doing things.  
Yes, the challenge right now is the zones operate as they see fit for their zone and that can 
differ quite a bit from zone to zone. Some are much more formal and some are a lot less so. I 
did hear discussion today about what is working for some of the other zones and what might 



work for RMZF. I have suggested that perhaps, we ought to review our Mission statement to 
see if we are meeting the goals set forth there and then decide how we could be more effective 
overall with those and if we need to consider adding more goals. I think it makes more sense to 
do an inventory of what we are actually tasked to do and if we are doing it before we can 
credibly have a conversation about any future efforts or changes. 
 
6. Is there talks of making these group meetings more digital? Seems for the amount of money 
we spend on travel, we could do something with a webcast for a fraction of the cost.  
Yes, there's been discussions about better use of technology to be more effective. Specifically, 
we've talked a few times about the low cost of ZOOM for web meetings (I think it's $14 a 
month and up to 50 people can attend at a time). ZOOM is what was used for the last webinar 
for WSC participants to discuss regional representation last month. Today we decided to use a 
Google drive to keep resources like a really good PSA that originated in Chile in Spanish but is 
formatted to be used by any region, our guiding documents, and other items that we deem 
useful/relevant for RDs and RDAs that may or may not be housed on our website. 
 
 

In loving service, 

James K 

Utah RDA 



August Regional H&I Chair report 
 
This cycle there have not been any new letters received regarding our steps by mail 
program. I am thinking, as brought to my attention by a member who takes 
meetings into the prison, that many don’t know about this service being offered. I 
think a solution would be a) to put this information on our regional website and b) 
perhaps a flyer could be put up or placed out by those who take meetings into the 
prisons and jails. I have included a sample of such suggested flyer attached hereto. I 
appreciate any feedback or advice in this regard. 
 
That is all for now. 
 
Thank you for letting me be of service. 
 
Amanda B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Steps by Mail is a sponsorship program offered by The 
Utah Region of Narcotics Anonymous to help addicts that 
are incarcerated. Addicts behind the walls work the 12 
Steps of Narcotics Anonymous with a sponsoring addict 
on the outside through the mail. For several reasons these 
sponsors cannot and will not write letters for court, 
parole, probation, nor will they send stamps, money, or 
packages.  

 

If you would like to be assigned an NA sponsor to work 
the l2 steps by mail, provide us with  

1) Full Name 

2) Institution Name and Address 

3) BKG #, PFN and DOC #  

4) Gender   

 

Please write clearly and send your request to:  

STEPS BY MAIL  

PO BOX 1409  

SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84110  

 



 



Utah Region of NA - 2017 Starting February April June August October December
Northern               (Ogden) $104.78 $78.71 $117.47 $300.96 northern
Lakeside Unity     (Davis County) $188.43 $129.90 $112.31 $69.64 $500.28 lakeside
Central                  (Provo) $40.66 $40.66 central
UWANA                (Salt Lake) $116.61 $116.61 uwana
Sasquach             (Park City) $100.00 $100.00 sasquch
High Uintah         (Vernal) $0.00 high uint
Individual member/group $20.00 $20.00 indiv
Total Donations $293.21 $385.88 $229.78 $169.64 $0.00 $0.00 $1,078.51 total
Campvention Income (July) $497.00 $497.00 camp
URICNA  Income (Nov) $645.44 $645.44 uricna
7th tradition $0.00 7th trad
Total Deposit $293.21 $1,031.32 $229.78 $169.64 $497.00 $0.00 $2,220.95 deposit

Rent for meeting ($20/cycle) $40.00 $20.00 $20.00 $20.00 $100.00 rent
H&I Literature (15% of dep) $43.98 $154.70 $34.47 $25.45 $74.55 $0.00
NAWS Donation (5% of dep) $65.19 $51.57 $11.49 $8.48 $24.85 $0.00 $161.58 world
PO Box due August ($166/year) $166.00 $166.00 PO Box
Storage Unit ($87/month)* $347.62 $347.62 Storage
Motions $600.00 $2,141.56 -$400.00 $2,341.56 motions
Website ($68.05 June) $68.05 $152.88 $220.93 website
Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum $0.00 forum
World Conference $0.00 conf
Travel - workshops $950.00 -$517.92 $432.08 travel
Reimbursements (gas) $73.00 $73.00 reim
Bank Fees / Interest -$0.64 -$0.32 -$0.48 -$0.48 -$1.92 fees
Total Expenses $748.53 $3,733.17 $65.48 -$472.59 $99.40 $0.00 $3,840.85 exp total

Income $0.00 $0.08 $0.08 $0.08 $0.04 $0.00 $0.00 $0.28 Income
Expenses $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 Expenses
Balance (savings) $501.50 $501.58 $501.66 $501.74 $501.78 $501.78 $501.78

Additions (15% of dep) $43.98 $154.70 $34.47 $25.45 $74.55 $0.00 $333.14 lit in
Expenses $0.00 lit out
Balance $1,012.06 $1,056.04 $1,210.74 $1,245.21 $1,270.65 $1,345.20 $1,345.20
Regional Working Balance* $6,839.75 $6,384.43 $3,682.57 $3,846.88 $4,489.11 $4,886.71 $4,886.71
Total Checking Balance $7,851.81 $7,440.47 $4,893.31 $5,092.09 $5,759.76 $6,231.91 $6,231.91

VERIFIED PENDING ON HOLD Income Expenses Difference Adjusted
8/12/2017 $597.00 -$461.22 -$1,058.22 $5,173.69PENDING and ON HOLD Items as of:

*January Reported Balance was $6339.75 on Feb 1 2017 (Beginning balance). This is $500.00 lower than actual bank balance.  Starting balance adjust, audit required.

Year-To-Date
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Mission Statement 

The Rocky Mountain Forum: 
Our Mission 

We are a problem/discussion/solution(s) clearinghouse for the NA Regions in Colorado (and part 
of New Mexico), Idaho (and part of Oregon), Montana, Utah, and Wyoming (and part of 
Nebraska). We meet once per year, rotating through member region locations in July (4th 
Saturday) of each year. On the odd years, there will be an additional meeting in December (2nd 
Saturday) where we will primarily concentrate on the CAR with World Board Members in 
attendance. Each July when we meet, we will hold discussion groups, workshops and actively 
share in member regional needs. 
And, at these annual meetings, we will generate a priority list of member activities for the 
coming year. 

We offer the following for addicts, groups, areas and regions within the Rocky Mountain Forum 
boundaries: 

1. suggestions for solutions to NA problems given to this body 
2. addicts for Outreach if at all possible / if needed 
3. information (meeting lists, world registration help, literature, computer contacts, resource 

contacts and computer links) 
4. contacts with interested, experienced and service-oriented addicts (resource people) 
5. a website (www.rmfna.org) which has our Mission Statement, Contact methods, topics 

currently posted to Discuss, an Activities list, an Archive of our Documents and a 
discussion of Rocky Mountain Forum website through the Traditions of NA 

We are action-based with web and postal contacts. We are here to serve the addicts within the 
boundaries of the Rocky Mountain Forum through the spiritual principles of unity and love. 

RMF Approved: September 30, 2005 

 



 

Rocky Mountain Forum Guidelines 
revised by consensus Saturday July 23, 2011 

 

Purpose:  
The purpose of the Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum is to provide a regularly scheduled time and 

place where representatives of the member regions come together to further our primary purpose, "to 
carry the message of recovery to the still suffering addict", through service oriented discussions and 
workshops. The Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum's primary function is to facilitate joint, multi-regional 
efforts, which serve our member regions, and is directly responsible to the Regional Service Committees 
within the zone.  

Member Regions:  
Membership in the Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum includes, but is not limited to, the following 

regions.  Any region which considers itself appropriate for membership in the RMZF is invited to 
participate in any and all of our meetings.  

Current members:  
 Colorado 
 Montana  
 Southern Idaho 
 Utah  
 Upper Rocky Mountain  

Functions:  
The Forum is primarily comprised of Regional Delegates, Alternate Delegates, Regional Trusted 

Servants and other interested members of the fellowship from within the Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum. 
The only requirement for a regions membership is a desire to join the Forum.  

The Forum location will rotate among the participating regions according to the following 
schedule: Colorado, Montana, Southern Idaho, Utah and Upper Rocky Mountain (Wyoming). The host 
Region is responsible for providing the meeting space and the cost associated with hosting the Forum. 
The hosting region is also responsible for requesting NAWS participation.  

The Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum has established guidelines, which provide direction and 
accountability for its actions.  

The discussion and workshop topics will be decided for the next event before adjourning the 
Rocky Mountain Forum.  

The Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum will conduct itself in accordance with the Twelve Traditions and 
the Twelve Concepts for NA Service so that a spirit of selfless service and not of government remains 
always as its guidepost.  

As a service to the fellowship of our membership the Rocky Mountain forum will maintain a 
website to announce our activities and maintain an archive of RMZF minutes, and documents created for 
the forum. The participating regions will defray the cost of hosting the website.  

The Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum will meet annually the fourth Saturday in July. The RMZF will 
also meet the first Saturday in December in non-conference years and during the assigned time at 
the WSC. The Forum will rotate the regularly scheduled meetings through our member regions as stated 



below: 
Colorado Region, Montana Region, Southern Idaho Region, Utah Region, Upper Rocky Mountain Region 

The Zonal CAR Workshop shall be held in conjunction with the publishing of the Conference 
Agenda Report and shall be part of the regularly scheduled Zonal Forum meeting. The hosting region will 
request participation from NAWS at least three months prior to the proposed date of the workshop.  

Typically the event shall be an all day Saturday affair, be located near an airport with shuttle 
service available to the facility, and include other service and/or recovery oriented topics.  

Other multi-regional event(s), workshops, learning days etc. may be held as requested by 
member Regions.  

A proposal to change the guidelines will be submitted by a member region at least 90 days to the 
Forum before a regularly scheduled meeting to allow for discussion with our member regions. The text 
of the proposal will be included in the official minutes as well as the final disposition of the proposal. The 
Web Servant will update and submit the guideline to all members of the Forum to be proofed and 
corrected as needed. The Web Servant will post and send the revised guidelines to all members no later 
than 30 days after final approval.    

Trusted Servant Roles of the Forum:  
1. The hosting Region shall provide the facilitator, and a recorder.  
2. The regional delegate of the hosting region will be the single point of accountability.  
3. The facilitator for the WSC RMZFNA forum meeting will be the regional delegate of the next 

hosting region. 
4. The RMZFNA report for the WSC will be written by one of the participating delegates as 

decided on by consensus at the December CAR workshop prior to the WSC. 

Consensus Based Decision Making -- (Participation and Voting)  
(Note: this information is provided in the unlikely event that the forum needs to conduct business 

or get a group conscience on an issue facing the forum)  
Definition: Consensus Based Decision Making  
Consensus is defined as the decision making process used by the RMZF in which discussion and 

compromise are used to reach agreement. For example, if a proposal / topic is introduced to change, or 
create a practice of the Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum and consensus is not reached, the practice will 
continue as it currently stands or will not be implemented. Procedure:   

Proposal / Topic is introduced.  
The facilitator opens the dialogue.  Begin with the maker of the proposal / topic.  
Clarifying questions are taken.  This is when questions are asked to ensure that all participants 

understand the proposal / topic. This is not the time for general discussion  
Facilitator asks for concerns or reservations (General Discussion).  This is when modifications may 

be made to the proposal / topic in an effort to address expressed reservations or concerns.  
Facilitator asks for Consensus There are four (4) positions an RD may take on a proposal / topic:  
ASSENT: agree with proposal / topic.  
ASSENT with RESERVATION: although there are reservations or concerns, the individual will trust 

and go along with the body's decision.  
STAND ASIDE: based in strong personal reservations which prevents support for the proposal / 

topic.  
BLOCK: (NO) based on spiritual principles expressed in our Traditions or Concepts. A block must 

be followed by speaking to the specific Tradition or Concept, which would be violated. A block will 
prevent a proposal / topic from being adopted.   
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